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The rain came and whilst the feeling amongst the growers was "keep sending it down Huey" it seemed 

to have the reverse effect on the commercial buyers as they lowered their rates compared to previous 

sales. The rain also lowered Agents numbers as only 999 head were yarded. Lambs sold to a top of $220 

to average $174.28($7down), hoggets topped at $192 to average $180.23($3up), ewes topped at $192 

to average $162.95($8up) wethers topped at $190 to average $151.41($11up). The back to the paddock 

buyers were keeping the rate solid but were also being very selective in their purchases. Ewe lambs back 

to the paddock topped the sale with $220 paid for good solid black head Dorper ewes with some frame. 

Tom & Tracie Cooper sold 1st x Dorset lambs 56.04kg to Thomas Foods for $202 

Warren & Wendy Schelbach sold Dorper lambs 43kg to Elliots Butchery for $189 

Rory & Kathie Frost sold Dorper wether lambs 47.1kg to Highchester Meats for $197 

Boyd & Leisa Holden sold Dorper x lambs 50.6kg to Uniplaza Meats for $199, 37kg to GR Prime for $166, 

ewe lambs 45.3kg sold to restockers for $185, ewe lambs sold to restockers for $170, hoggets 58.3kg to 

Uniplaza Meats for $180 

Rangemore Estate sold Dorper x lambs 46.25kg to Eggcettera Meats for $180 

Adrian & Angela Groves sold Dorper x ewe lambs to restockers for $170 

Brogan & Kate Gibson sold Dorper lambs wethers 56.5kg to Thomas Foods for $202, ewes 54.5kg to 

restockers for $220 

Glenlyon Station sold White Suffolk x hoggets 73kg selling to Thomas Foods for $192, wethers selling to 

Thomas Foods for $180 

James & Carissa Carmichael sold Dorper x lambs 45kg to Eggcettera Meats for $180, 40kg to Gr Prime for 

$169, 26.25kg to restockers for $139 

Sam Sammut sold White Dorper 50kg hoggets to Uniplaza Meats for $170 and 71kg wethers to Thomas 

Foods for $190 

Mark Costello sold White Dorper ram to restockers for $168 
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